This paper presents an extended Relief-F algorithm for nominal attribute estimation, for application to small-document classification. Relief algorithms are general and successful instance-based featurefiltering algorithms for data classification and regression. Many improved Relief algorithms have been introduced as solutions to problems of redundancy and irrelevant noisy features and to the limitations of the algorithms for multiclass datasets. However, these algorithms have only rarely been applied to text classification, because the numerous features in multiclass datasets lead to great time complexity. Therefore, in considering their application to text feature filtering and classification, we presented an extended Relief-F algorithm for numerical attribute estimation (E-Relief-F) in 2007. However, we found limitations and some problems with it. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce additional problems with Relief algorithms for text feature filtering, including the negative influence of computation similarities and weights caused by a small number of features in an instance, the absence of nearest hits and misses for some instances, and great time complexity. We then suggest a new extended Relief-F algorithm for nominal attribute estimation (E-Relief-Fd) to solve these problems, and we apply it to small text-document classification. We used the algorithm in experiments to estimate feature quality for various datasets, its application to classification, and its performance in comparison with existing Relief algorithms. The experimental results show that the new E-Relief-Fd algorithm offers better performance than previous Relief algorithms, including E-Relief-F.
Introduction
Relief algorithms are typical instance-based feature-filtering algorithms and successful feature estimators that detect conditional feature dependencies between instances, and that are applied during the preprocessing stage of data classification and regression. Many improved Relief algorithms have been introduced, including variants Relief-A, Relief-B, Relief-C, Relief-D, and Relief-F, to solve problems of redundancy and irrelevant noisy features, as well as the limitations of the algorithm for two-class and multiclass datasets [4] .
For the ideal estimation of attributes in feature selection subsets, it is necessary to eliminate noisy and irrelevant features, and to clearly select features with the specific characteristics of a class. Moreover, this selection must be confirmed for relevant feature subsets by empirical and sta- tistical estimation algorithms, using a variety of datasets.
In filtering features, the accurate estimation of the quality of these features (attributes) is essential to the preprocessing stage in classification and clustering, and it also plays an important role in the construction of decision trees and regression trees. Typical methods for estimating features include Information Gain, Relief, Relief-F, and χ 2 and G statistics [4] , [11] .
The original Relief algorithm developed by Kira and Rendell (1992) , which was an instance-based featurefiltering method, offers good performance. The key goals of the Relief algorithm are to estimate attributes according to how well their values are distinguished among nearby instances, and to estimate attributes with strong dependencies between instances, by using the difference between an attribute's values in the selection of feature subsets. Subsequently, the development of the original Relief algorithm, by Igor Kononenko (1994) , suggested a method for extending Relief algorithms to solve the problems of noisy terms and two-class datasets [2] , [8] . In addition, many improved Relief algorithms have been introduced to calculate the differences between attributes of instances, and to solve problems in the algorithms. Notably, Branidharan Raman (2002) presented instance-based filtering for feature selection methods, which compares the computation of variants according to dependencies between features, and introduced the Relief-B, Relief-C, Relief-D, Relief-E, and Relief-F algorithms [4] .
Marko Ronik-Šikonja (2003) presented additional theoretical issues regarding attribute estimation with the Relief-F algorithm and Relief-F regression. Yijun Sun and Jian Li (2006) proposed an iterative Relief algorithm for feature weighting by an extended Relief algorithm [4] , [6] .
However, these Relief algorithms have only rarely been applied to text feature filtering and classification, which we wished to consider. In 2007, we introduced the E-Relief-F algorithm to address the negative influence of computation similarities and weights caused by the small number of features in an instance, the absence of nearest hits and misses for some instances, and great time complexity in text feature filtering. We applied this algorithm to small-document classification. From our experimental results, we obtained better performance using this algorithm than using the Relief algorithms [11] . However, some problems still remained: 1) the low similarities between an instance having a small number of features and instances in the same class, 2) the higher similarities of an instance to instances in different classes Copyright c 2009 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers than to those in the same class, 3) the negative influence of computation similarities caused by irrelevant features of instances in different classes, and 4) continuing great time complexity.
In the present paper, we introduce E-Relief-Fd to address these problems, including the negative influence on computation similarities and weights caused by the small number of attributes in an instance and the absence of nearest hits and misses for some instances of multiclass datasets for text feature filtering of small text documents. To achieve this, we reformulate the difference functions for nominal attributes, the computations of the weight of attributes, and the estimation of the quality of attributes for small textdocument classifications in a new extended Relief-F algorithm for nominal attribute estimation, E-Relief-Fd.
In Sect. 2, we present the Relief algorithms and their estimation of the quality of attributes. In Sect. 3, we present the E-Relief-F algorithm, suggest practical issues and problems in the estimation of feature subsets for small textdocument classification, and introduce new methods for estimating features using E-Relief-Fd. In Sect. 4, we compare and discuss the results for previous Relief algorithms with those for the new E-Relief-Fd algorithm. In Sect. 5, we draw conclusions.
Relief Algorithms
Examples of typical Relief algorithms are Relief, Relief-A, Relief-B, Relief-C, Relief-E, Relief-F, Relief-FF, Regressional Relief-F, Iterative Relief, and E-Relief-F. The key idea in the original Relief algorithm is to estimate the quality of attributes with weights greater than the thresholds, using the differences between an attribute value of a given instance and the two nearest instances (hit and miss). To estimate the quality of attributes, the algorithm first finds the two nearest instances of a given randomly selected instance R i , one from the same class, called the nearest hit instance H, and the other from a different class, called the nearest miss instance M. Second, it calculates the difference between the attributes of instances R i and H, and between R i and M. 
In the Relief-A algorithm, the weight computation is updated:
In the Relief-B algorithm, the function diff = 1 − (1/#Nomal − Value i ) is used. In the Relief-C algorithm, unknown values of differences are disregarded. In the Relief-D algorithm, diff(x i , n
] is used. In the Relief-E algorithm, nearest miss instances of multiclass datasets are reformulated.
However, the original Relief algorithm cannot deal with incomplete data and multiclass datasets. Accordingly, the Relief-F algorithm was suggested by Kononenko (1994) as a more robust means of dealing with incomplete and noisy data as well as multiclass datasets. The relevant part of the updated Relief-F algorithm is as follows:
In the Relief-F algorithm, the estimation of the quality of attributes by the average estimation of weights for nearest miss and nearest hit instances is reformulated. The Relief-F algorithm, for all instances, first finds the s nearest neighbors of instance R i from the same class, called the nearest hits H j , and the s nearest neighbors of instance R i from a different class, called the nearest misses M j (C). The quality of estimation W(A) for all attributes A is updated according to the difference values for R i , hits H j , and M j (C). Because the class of hits is missing in the sum of diff(A, R, M j (C)), we must divide each probability weight by 1 − P(class(R i )). This algorithm differs from the Relief algorithm in that it selects s hits and s misses and updates the estimation of the quality of attributes W(A), according to the differences between the values of attribute A for R i , H j , and M j (C). When we calculate the difference diff(A, I 1 , I 2 ) of attributes for a given instance R i , if instance(I 1 or I 2 ) has a known value, then diff(A, I 1 , I 2 ) = 1 − P(value(A, I 2 )|class(I 1 )), and if both instances have an unknown value, then diff(A, I 1 , I 2 ) = 1 − #values V (P(V|class(I 1 )) * P(V|class(I 2 ))), where V is the attribute's value [2] , [8] .
The Relief-FF algorithm involves a slight modification to calculating the estimation of the quality of attributes W(A) using the Relief-F algorithm, and to calculating the quality of estimation W(A) for attribute A with a sum of differences diff(A, R i , H j ) that is greater than the sum of differ-
The Regressional Relief-F (R-Relief-F) algorithm extension was presented by Marko Robnik-Šikonja (1997).
The estimation of the quality of attributes W(A) is an approximation to the difference of probabilities: W(A) = P(difference value of A | miss M) − P(difference value of A | hit H). In the regression of Relief-F, the predicted value τ(•)
is continuous, implying that hit and miss instances cannot be used. However, to obtain the probability of a difference, we use the predicted values of two instances instead of the difference between two instances. This probability can be modeled using the relative distance between the predicted class values of the two instances. The function diff () is reformulated using the probability of the predicted values of the two instances as follows [7] , [8] 
value of A and nearest instances)
We can obtain W(A) using the Bayes' rule, and can estimate W(A) by approximating the attributes defined in the above expressions, as:
The existing experimental datasets for the Relief algorithms mostly involve a small number of instances or a small number of features and classes, and have been used mostly for data feature filtering and classification, rather than for text (documents). Typical of these datasets are 'Breast Cancer' (instances 217, features 9, classes 2), 'Credit' (instances 653, features 15, classes 2), 'Voting' (instances 435, features 16, classes 2), 'DNA' (instances 106, features 57, classes 2), 'Labor' (instances 57, features 16, classes 2), 'Arrhythmia' (instances 452, features 279, classes 16), and several datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. In addition, there are artificial datasets, such as INF1, INF2, TREE, PAR2, PAR3, BOOL, LED, KRK1, KRK2, CorrAL, Monk1, Monk3, and Parit5+5 [4] , [6] , [9] . Although some datasets have large-scale instances, they have a small number of features. Examples include 'Spambase' (instances 4,601, features 57, classes 2), 'Waveform' (instances 5,000, features 40, classes 3), 'Isolet' (instances 7,797, features 617, classes 150), and 'Multiple Feature' (instances 2,000, features 649, classes 10) [6] .
However, the Relief algorithms have rarely been applied to text feature filtering and classification. This is because of their great computational complexity. The computational complexity of Relief-F algorithms in the text feature-filtering process is O(n · m · log m), where m is the number of instances and n is the number of attributes. The datasets for text classification have multi-classes, large numbers of instances (documents), and the total number of features in the dataset is much larger than for the datasets mentioned above. Typical datasets include '20-Newsgroup' (instances 20,000, features 52,112, classes 20), 'Reuters-21578' (instances 21,578, features 3,100∼6,600, classes 39∼267), and 'WebKB'. Therefore, we have applied only to text feature filtering for small-document classification. Those documents have a small number of words, but the total number of words in the dataset is very large.
Extensions to the Relief-F Algorithm
The Relief, Relief-F, Relief-FF, and Regressional Relief-F algorithms introduced above are useful, general, featurefiltering algorithms that show good performance for various multiclass datasets. However, in text document classification, as mentioned above, these algorithms have some problems: 1) a negative influence on computation similarities and weights caused by the small number of attributes in an instance, 2) an absence of nearest hit or nearest miss instances for some instances of multiclass datasets, and 3) great time complexity in feature filtering.
For example, if an objective instance has less than five features, because the total number of features in the dataset is huge, it has low similarity with another instance, and it is difficult to find the s nearest instances (hits/misses). Therefore, for a given instance, if no nearest hit can be found (or is found, but is below s), or if no nearest miss can be found (or is found, but is below s), or if there are low similarities in the nearest hits/misses, then there is a negative influence on the calculation of differences between attributes and the estimation of the quality of attributes [11] .
Therefore, we have considered a reformulation of the difference functions and the estimation of quality of attributes to address these problems for text feature filtering from the Relief-F algorithm. Recently, we have developed a new extended Relief-F algorithm for small-document clas-sification and presented E-Relief-F to address the problems mentioned above. In the relevant part of E-Relief-F, the finding of p nearest hits (q nearest misses) and calculation of the qualities of attributes W(A), are expressed as follows:
The key concept of E-Relief-F is that, for a given instance R i , we calculate the differences between attributes using only the p nearest hits H j whose similarities are greater than threshold T among the s hits in the same class (p ≤ s). Similarly, we calculate the differences between attributes using only the q misses M j whose similarities are greater than threshold T among the s misses in the different classes (q ≤ s).
With their similarities being great, because the relevant degrees of attributes for the p nearest hits (or q misses) instances are great, if a given instance R i has a small number of attributes, then the p hit's (or q miss's) attributes can be used as common attributes in calculating differences of attributes.
In addition, we adopt, for instance R i and the p hits H j , the minimum difference between attributes (including common attributes) because it is more meaningful than the average of differences (as in Relief-F). We also adopt, for instance R i and the q misses M j , the maximum difference between attributes (including common attributes).
The quantity sim(R i , H j ) is the similarity between instance R i and hit H j . The threshold T is a limit on the similarity for selecting nearest hits and misses. The difference function is diff(A, I 1 , I 2 ) = |value(A, I 1 )−value(A, I 2 )|, where A is an attribute, and I 1 and I 2 are instances. The class C is the set of classes of all miss instances M j , and the count(C) is the number of instances of class C. We estimate the quality of all attributes W(A) between instance R i , nearest miss M j , and nearest hit H j using argmin(diff (A, R i , H j ) ), argmax(diff (A, R i , M j )), or both. We select the attribute A with a quality of estimation W(A) that is greater than the threshold θ. The computational complexity of E-Relief-F is O(n · m · log m) [11] . From our experimental results, ERelief-F performed better than the other Relief algorithms.
Limitations of the E-Relief-F Algorithm
We introduced E-Relief-F to address the negative influence on computation of similarities and weights caused by the small number of features in an instance and the absence of nearest hits and nearest misses for some instances in text feature filtering. We applied this algorithm to text feature filtering and classification. The experimental results showed better performance using this algorithm than using other Relief algorithms.
However, problems remain for feature filtering using E-Relief-F: a) the similarities between an instance with a small number of features and hits instances in the same class are low; b) for many instances, the similarities of ranking s misses instances in different classes are higher than those of s hits instances in the same class; c) there is a negative influence on computation of differences diff () using common attributes of instances in different classes; and d) there is still great time complexity in feature filtering.
According to the key concepts of E-Relief-F mentioned above, if a given instance R i has a small number of attributes and the similarities of R i 's p hits (q misses) are high, then the p hits' (q misses') attributes can be used as common attributes in calculating the differences of attributes. There is a negative influence on the computation of differences diff () when using common attributes of nearest instances. Table 1 shows a comparison of the average of similarities when ranking the five nearest instances in the same class and in different classes, the count of instances in the same class for which the average of similarities is greater than that of instances in different classes, and the count of instances in different classes for which the average of similarities is greater than that for the same class, for each dataset, Exch, Orgs, Peop, and Reut-1∼3, using E-Relief-F. The total average similarity for the same class is greater than that for different classes. However, the percentages of instances of different classes for which the average of similarity of misses Table 1 The average of similarities when ranking the five nearest instances in the same class and in different classes, the count of instances in the same class for which the average is greater than that of instances in different classes, and the count of instances in different classes for which the average is greater than that for the same class, for each datasets, using E-Relief-F.
is greater than that of hits are 43% (85), 28% (155), 27% (125), 50% (217), 45% (199), and 48% (209) of the total number of training instances for each dataset. Therefore, we can see that there is a negative influence on the computation of differences and weights, caused by similarities with instances of different classes and low similarities with the same class. The computational complexity of the E-Relief-F algorithm is O(n · m · log m), but it is s times the step for finding nearest instances in Relief-F.
Therefore, we considered that the new extended Relief-F algorithm solves the problems of E-Relief-F with respect to the text feature filtering and classification of small documents.
The Extended Relief-F Algorithm for Nominal Attribute Estimation
We constructed E-Relief-Fd by reformulating the difference function diff () and the estimation of the quality of attributes W(A) in text feature filtering. In E-Relief-Fd, for more efficient computation and to select more discriminative attributes, we used the nominal values (0, 1) for difference functions diff () and excluded the negative factors in the computation of the quality of attributes W(A). The difference function diff () was reformulated by the inclusion of only the useful and highly contributing parts of the differences between attributes of instances, except for the negative aspects of E-Relief-F mentioned above (problems a), b), and c) of Sect. 3.1). The reformulated difference functions and the conditions for diff h() and diff m() are as follows:
1) If value(A, R i ) and value(A, H j ) for attribute A are greater than 0, then diff h() = diff h() − 1, 2) If value(A, R i ) is 0 and value(A, H j ) is greater than 0 for attribute A, then diff h() = diff h() + 1, 3) If value(A, R i ) is greater than 0 and value(A, H j ) is 0
for attribute A, we eliminate it from the computation of the difference for attribute A,
4) If value(A, R i ) is greater than 0 and value(A, M j ) is 0 for attribute A, then diff m() = diff m() + 1, 5) For all other cases of value(A, R i ) and value(A, M j ), we
eliminate them from the computation of the difference for attribute A.
The diff h() function is the difference between the attributes of an instance R i and hits nearest instance H j . The diff m() function is the difference between the attributes of an instance R i and misses nearest instance M j . The value(A, R i ) is the value of attribute A in an instance R i . The reasoning behind these computational conditions and functions diff h() and diff m() are as follows:
• Because an instance has a small number of features and the total number of features in the document set is large, there are many nearest instances with low similarities in the same class (problem a) of E-Relief-F in Sect. 3.1).
• Because the number of instances in different classes is larger than that for the same class, for many instances, the similarities between instances in the same class are lower than the similarities between instances in different classes (problem b) of E-Relief-F). As shown in Table 1 , for the cases of Reut-1∼3, their averages of similarities for the same class and for different classes are similar, as are the counts of instances of the same class and of different classes. This affects negatively the computation of the qualities of attributes.
• Therefore, to better discriminate between the qualities of attributes in the same class, we compute the differences between attributes of the nearest instances in the same class using the above conditions for difference functions:
• However, for the case of an instance R i that has a small number of features and whose nearest instances H j in same class have many features, we exclude part of the computation of difference for other cases in the same class (condition 3 above).
• To better discriminate between the qualities of attributes, if attribute A belongs to a given instance R i but not to the nearest instances M j in different classes, we compute only the differences between attributes of nearest instances in different classes based on condition 4) above: diff m() = diff m() + 1.
• However, we exclude parts of the computation of difference for other cases in different classes. This is because, for a given instance R i , most nearest instances M j in different classes have more features than those of nearest instances H j in the same class (condition 5 above).
• In addition, to solve problem c) of E-Relief-F, we do not use common attributes in this algorithm.
• Therefore, we can eliminate the negative influence on computation of differences between attributes of instances in the same class and different classes. 
Therefore, we used only the difference functions diff h() = diff h() − 1 and diff h() = diff h()
In this algorithm, first find the s nearest neighbors from the same class, hits H j , and the s nearest neighbors from different classes, namely misses M j (C). C is the set of classes of all miss instances M j , and s is 10. For a given instance R i , hit H j is the nearest instance of R i in the same class, and miss M j (C) is the nearest instance to R i in a different class. The function diff h() is the difference between a given instance R i and the nearest instances H j in the same class, and the function diff m() is the difference between a given instance R i and the nearest instances old θ, we select the feature as a representative feature. The computational complexity of the E-Relief-Fd algorithm is O(n · m · log m), but it is reduced by 50% in the computation of differences, compared with that of Relief-F. The reduction is caused by eliminating the negative influence cases mentioned above. Figure 1 shows the process of feature filtering from training datasets, the conditions for difference functions, and the estimation of the qualities of attributes W(A).
Experiments and Results

Experimental Datasets
We used two kinds of datasets, one containing documents from subcategories Exchanges, Orgs, and People of the 'Reuters-21578' dataset, and the other being artificial datasets from this dataset, obtained by dividing documents into 512-byte segments. The 'Reuters-21578' dataset contains Exchanges, Orgs, People, and Places categories, with each category having specified subcategories. From the Exchanges category, we selected seven subcategories with more than 10 documents (called 'Exch'), from the Orgs category we selected eight subcategories with more than 20 documents (called 'Orgs'), and from the People category we selected 16 subcategories with more than 10 documents (called 'Peop').
The artificial datasets were created from the 'Reuters-21578' dataset by selecting 174 files larger than 5 kbytes. To create small documents, we divided each file into 512-byte segments, and obtained 1,639 instances from these 174 files, where each instance is 512 bytes or below, and the average number of instances in a file was 9.5. Then we divided the 174 files into three datasets of 58 files each, which contained 541, 551, and 547 instances (called 'Reut-1', 'Reut-2', and 'Reut-3'), respectively. Therefore, each dataset had 58 classes (the number of files). Each dataset was split into training and testing datasets, where we selected the first four instances as the training data for learning (called the 'training dataset') and selected the next single instance as the testing data (called the 'testing dataset'), after which we selected from all of the instances sequentially. All the instances of the original file were in the same class. Therefore, each dataset had 58 classes, the average number of instances in the training datasets was 437, and the average number of instances in the testing datasets was 109. The total number of features was 4,274.
Because the Exch, Orgs, and Peop datasets are general, small document sets from the 'Reuters-21578' dataset, we can apply feature filtering and classification using the labels of the predefined subcategories for each dataset. However, the Reut-1, Reut-2, and Reut-3 datasets are created artificially from the 'Reuters-21578' dataset. We had previously used them in experiments on the computation of similarities, aiming to find an original file related to unconnected sectors during the recovery of damaged disks. This used a feature-filtering algorithm and similarity measurements. Therefore, we had used these datasets for feature filtering in small-document classification. Table 2 shows the numbers of documents, features, and classes per dataset.
For the training datasets and testing datasets, first we calculated the differences of attributes among instances and estimated the quality of attributes using the Relief algorithms, selecting features from the training datasets according to the threshold. Then we applied these features to the testing datasets and classified them. To estimate attributes and classifications, we constructed vector spaces comprising the tf*idf for each term in the datasets.
Experiments and Evaluations
First, we computed the quality of attributes W(A) and selected representative attributes for each class from the training datasets, using the original Relief, Relief-F, Relief-FF, Regressional Relief-F, E-Relief-F, and E-Relief-Fd algorithms. We then estimated attributes with W(A) greater than the threshold θ, where the thresholds θ were 0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 for all datasets, and s was 10. For E-Relief-F, the threshold T was 0.1 and the maximum number p (or q) of the nearest hits (or misses) was 5 among 2, 3, 4, and 5. We selected representative attribute (feature) sets for each class from these attributes. Second, we applied these feature sets to all instances in the training datasets and the testing datasets by reformulating the matrices of the datasets according to the selected attributes and values for each class. This could reduce the dimensionality of the matrices for datasets. Third, we classified the testing datasets using the K nearest neighbor (KNN) and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers, and compared the classification performances for each Relief algorithm and classifier.
KNN is an instance-based classifier, being widely used, and offering good performance in text classification when used with instance-based feature-filtering methods. Although classification performance is dependent on the training dataset, large training sets come with a severe efficiency penalty and great time complexity for classification. We used KNN because the representative features for each class are determined by the quality of the estimation W(A) from the s nearest-neighbor instances using Relief-F and the classification results are also influenced by the nearest instances having those features. Therefore, the features extracted from the nearest neighbors in the training dataset influence the classification performance and we would expect good performance in the experiments. We developed KNN tools for the experiments, with k being the class count for each dataset (7, 8, 16 , and 58, respectively). This classifier determines the representative class for each instance by comparing the sum of similarities among the k nearest instances ranked in the training datasets.
The SVM classifier has been widely used and has shown good performance in various classification areas. For our classification experiments, we used the LIBSVM for Weka's Explorer (http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/ libsvm/). The LIBSVM options were set as follows: the SVM type was 'nu-SVC', the kernel function was 'radial basis function: exp(−gamma*|u − v| ∧ 2)', the 'degree in kernel function' was 3, the 'gamma in kernel function' was 0.0, the 'coef0 in kernel function' was 0, the 'parameter C of nu-SVC' was 1, 'normalize input data' was false, the 'cache memory size' was 40 MB, 'shrinking heuristics' was true, 'probability estimates' was false, and the 'parameter nu of nu-SVC' was 1.0∼5.0 (it was 2.0 for Exch and Peop, 1.0 for Orgs, and 5.0 for Reut-1∼3) [10] .
For performance assessment, we used the micro-F1 and macro-F1 measures, F1 = (2*R*P)/(R + P), where P is precision and R is recall. Table 3 shows a comparison of the classification performances by the KNN classifiers, where k is the class count for each dataset, for micro-F1 and macro-F1, using the tf*idf matrix (Org),
, and E-Relief-Fd (E-ReFd) with the Exch, Orgs, Peop, Reut-1, Reut-2, and Reut-3 datasets. E-Relief-Fd offered better overall performance than the tf*idf matrix and the other Relief algorithms. We can see that the performance of E-Relief-Fd is a notable improvement over all others, for each dataset. Table 4 shows a comparison of the classification performances by the SVM classifiers, for micro-F1 and macro-F1, using the tf*idf matrix (Org), Re-
, and E-Relief-Fd (EReFd). The performances of E-Relief-Fd are better overall than those of the others. Table 5 shows the averages of classification perfor- Table 3 Comparison of classification performances for the KNN classifiers, using tf*idf (Org),
, and E-Relief-Fd (EReFd).
mances for Exch, Orgs, and Peop, and the artificial datasets (Reut-1∼3) by the KNN and SVM classifiers for each algorithm. In particular, the performances of KNN with ERelief-Fd are improved notably for each dataset, and this combination is the best (0.972). However, for the Reut-1, Reut-2, and Reut-3 datasets, the performances of the SVM classifier are not good overall (0.746). This is because the Reut-1, Reut-2, and Reut-3 have many classes (58) and the total number of features is large (4,274), their averages of similarities for the same class and for different classes are similar (see Table 1 ), and the percentages of instances of different classes are larger than those of the other datasets. This affects negatively the computation of the qualities of attributes. Therefore, when we used E-Relief-Fd, we could not eliminate noisy and irrelevant features clearly from Reut-1∼3 datasets. However, we could obtain good performances from these datasets using KNN (0.889), this is because the feature extracted from nearest neighbor influence the classification performances using KNN, in other words, the performances using the nearest neighbors among instances performs better than using kernel functions in this experiment. Table 6 shows a comparison between the classification performances of the KNN (where k is the class count for each dataset) and SVM classifiers, for micro-F1 and macro-F1, using E-Relief-F (E-ReF) and E-Relief-Fd (E-ReFd). For E-Relief-F, we tested the estimation of the quality of attributes W(A) with argmin(diff ()) alone, with argmax(diff ()) alone, and with both together, in feature filtering. We compared these results with those for E-Relief-Fd, and found Table 4 Comparison between classification performances for the SVM classifiers, using tf*idf (Org) that the performances of E-Relief-Fd are the best of all, for both KNN and SVM classifiers. And we then could solve the problems of E-Relief-F by E-Relief-Fd. Table 7 shows the average numbers of occurrences of features for each document in the datasets, after feature filtering. For the E-Relief-Fd (E-ReFd) algorithm, there was a greater reduction of feature occurrences than for the other algorithms. By using E-Relief-Fd, we reduced the irrelevant features by 85%, 88%, 90%, 52%, 56%, and 52% for each dataset, as compared with tf*idf. For the Exch, Orgs, and Peop datasets, we obtain the best performance of all.
This is because the E-Relief-Fd algorithm eliminates noisy and irrelevant features, and clearly selects features with the specific characteristics of a class in text feature filtering. However, for the Reut-1, Reut-2, and Reut-3 datasets, it reduced irrelevant features by only about 50%, Table 6 Comparison between classification performances of the KNN and SVM classifiers using E-Relief-F (E-ReF) with argmin(diff ()) alone, with argmax(diff ()) alone, and with both together, and E-Relief-Fd (EReFd). Table 7 Average occurrences of features in datasets after features are applied to datasets using tf*idf (Org), Relief as compared with tf*idf. This is a good performance, but could be better, so we have to study this problem.
In summary, when we used the E-Relief-Fd algorithm, we effectively reduced the number of irrelevant and noisy features, thereby improving the performance notably. The computational complexity of the E-Relief-Fd algorithm is also O(n · m · log m), but it reduced by 50% in the difference computation, as compared with that of Relief-F. This is achieved by the elimination of negative influence cases.
Conclusions
We have highlighted some of the problems of Relief algorithms in text document classification: the negative influence on computation of similarities and weights caused by the small number of attributes in an instance, the absence of nearest hits/nearest misses for some instances in multiclass datasets, and great time complexity in feature filtering. The E-Relief-F algorithm for text classification was presented recently and had limitations: 1) the similarities between an instance having a small number of features and the instances in the same class are low, 2) for many instances, the similarities of instances ranked in different classes with an instance are higher than those of instances ranked in the same class, 3) there is a negative influence on the computation of difference functions from the common attributes of instances in different classes, and 4) there is still great time complexity in feature filtering. Therefore, we have suggested a new extended Relief-F algorithm for nominal attribute estimation (E-Relief-Fd). Experimental results showed that the micro-F1 and macro-F1 measures of classification for the E-ReliefFd algorithm were better than those for the Relief algorithms and E-Relief-F. In addition, we could effectively reduce the number of irrelevant and noisy features substantially, and could reduce the time complexity in feature filtering. Therefore, we conclude that the E-Relief-Fd algorithm offers good performance, and can be used generally for the estimation of attributes and the selection of features in the preprocessing step for small-document classification.
